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A crater that is 12m deep is pictured on the premises of a woodwork enterprise hit by a Russian rocket, Kharkiv, northeastern Ukraine. June 30, 2022. Photo by Vyacheslav Madiyevskyy/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A man and a boy look into a crater that is 12m deep on the premises of a woodwork enterprise hit by a Russian rocket, Kharkiv, northeastern Ukraine. June 30, 2022. Photo by Vyacheslav Madiyevskyy/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A crater that is 12m deep is pictured on the premises of a woodwork enterprise hit by a Russian rocket, Kharkiv, northeastern Ukraine. June 30, 2022. Photo by Vyacheslav Madiyevskyy/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A crater that is 12m deep is pictured on the premises of a woodwork enterprise hit by a Russian rocket, Kharkiv, northeastern Ukraine. June 30, 2022. Photo by Vyacheslav Madiyevskyy/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A fragment of a Russian rocket that hit a woodwork enterprise lies in a man's palm, Kharkiv, northeastern Ukraine. June 30, 2022. Photo by Vyacheslav Madiyevskyy/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A person holds a fragment of a Russian rocket that hit a woodwork enterprise, Kharkiv, northeastern Ukraine. June 30, 2022. Photo by Vyacheslav Madiyevskyy/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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